Remote Logistics

Mobile Camp Capability Brochure
an innovative approach to remote camps

efficient, flexible, realiable...

About Toll Remote Logistics
Toll Remote Logistics is a global provider of secure logistics networks in some of
the toughest locations on Earth.
Toll Remote Logistics’ ability to overcome the challenges of location means that
we can provide comprehensive logistic solutions that enable our customers to
focus on their core operations.
Toll Remote Logistics can provide complete logistic solutions including:
•

Camp Management & Construction

•

Supply Chain

•

Helicopters

•

Air Charters

•

Airport Management

•

Logistics Consultancy

•

Global Freight Forwarding

•

Fuel Supply and Distribution

Mobile Camp Solution
Toll Remote Logistics has developed an innovative camp solution to address the time and
cost burden of temporary/mobile camps. This has been achieved by designing a truly mobile
camp specifically for rapid deployment in almost any location incorporating plug and play
capabilities.
The camp utilises an integrated trailer solution to reduce the infrastructure required for each
move. Being fully self-sufficient, moves are completed in shorter timeframes, ensuring project
down times and operational costs are kept at a minimum. In addition to this our trailer based
solution requires no earth-works, greatly reducing environmental impact and regulatory
approval requirements.

Why work with Toll?

Toll’s Mobile Camp Solution is more than a donga on wheels - it is an integral component to
any remote operation.

The Toll Group combines the capabilities of large-scale and niche logistics
specialists to deliver complete logistics solutions. These solutions are built on
technical expertise, state-of-the-art technology, an uncompromising safety
culture and a wealth of experience. All of this is underpinned by Toll’s strict
framework of corporate governance and rock-solid financial foundations.

How will it benefit your operation
Improved Safety

Improved Project Timeframes

Toll’s logistics infrastructure of air, sea, rail and land transportation means that
customers in even the most remote locations from Central Australia to Central
Africa are connected to the rest of the world through a multi-modal logistics
network. All with the simplicity of a single point of contact.

Toll has designed the camp to meet the
highest safety standards. Common safety
concerns such as performing overhead lifts,
manual labour and working from heights have
been engineered out of the design.

The camp can be fully mobilised within 2
hours using plug and play capabilities. Being
fully self-sufficient there is no requirement
for town water, sewerage or power, greatly
reducing regulatory approval requirements.
Moves are therefore completed in shorter
timeframes.

Reduced Environmental Footprint
As the mobile camp requires no levelling of
the site or any in-ground pipework, there is
minimal impact to the environment.

No Capital Expenditure Required
The solution allows business to hire the
camps out when required without the capital
expense.
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Improved Operational Costs
Operational costs are greatly reduced due to
the lower costs associated with relocations,
mobilisation and de-mobilisation. These
costs savings are realised through to the
reduction of specialist equipment such as
cranes/ frannas and on site installation works.
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Accommodation Facilities
Each accommodation block can contain either 4 individual or twin-share rooms.
Each room shares an ensuite with another room.
Individual Rooms
Equipped with a King Single bed, fridge, flat screen television, desk, robe and air
conditioner. With ample living space and quality furnishings, residents will have the
perfect space to rest after a hard days’ work and refresh for the following day.

Mobile Camp Solution

Twin-Share Rooms
Equipped with two single beds, fridge, flat screen television, desk, robe and air
conditioner. These rooms have been designed specifically for 24/7 operations.

Key camp features

Shared Ensuites
The shared ensuites ensures that residents use minimal water while removing the need
to go outdoors to access bathrooms facilities, thereby reducing operational costs and
the risk of injury or exposure to the elements at night.

99 Designed to the highest safety standards
99 Ensuited accommodation
99 Full camp mobilisation within 2 hours
99 Same day relocations for moves less than 100km
99 Fully self-sufficient for up to 2 weeks
99Cyclone rated for winds up to 340km
99No earthworks or specialist equipment required
99No capital expenditure required
Trailer Dimensions
Height

4.25 metres

Width

3.00 metres

Optional camp facilities

Length

14.20 metres

Training Room / Theatre and Office

Avg. GVM

28 tonnes

General Information
Waste Water
Treatment

Treated to recycled water
standards

Meals provided

Cleaning

Breakfast
Lunch / Crib
Dinner
Full Clean - Weekly
(includes linen change)

Storage Capacities
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•

Water: 80,000 Litres

•

Diesel: 7,000 Litres

•

Sewerage: 15,000 Litres

•

Chemical Waste Storage: 400 Litres

•

Food: 14 Days’ Supply

The training room / theatre provides a multilevel
room for 20 people with a wall mounted multifunction television.

Individual rooms with shared en-suites.

Kitchen / Dining Room

The office facility provides 8 work areas for
phone or computer use.
First Aid Room and Gym
This unit provides a large share bathroom, fully
equipped first aid room with a desk, fridge,
storage cupboards and bed.
The gym provides treadmills, exercise bikes, a
rowing machine and weight centre with bench.
Large Dining Room
This unit provides internal seating for up to 40
people.

Equipped with only electrical equipment, the commercial kitchen is more intrinsically
safe than gas and has been designed to meet all health and safety standards. This
includes sterilisation of all water used for cooking and cleaning.
The dining room has an interior seating capacity for 16 people with an extendable
awning complete with a large screen television mounted to the side of the unit for
alfresco seating for an additional 24 people.
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Utility Unit

Conclusion
Using the Toll Mobile Camp to address project accommodation requirements is a common
sense way of addressing short to medium term accommodation requirements – why
incur the costs of a modular camp for a short term project when the Toll solution offers
lower operational costs with all of the comforts of a traditional camp without the capital
investment.

This facility provides the back bones of the camp including staff accommodation, a
commercial laundry and generator room.

Staff Accommodation

Fuel Storage

1 ensuited bedroom, and 2 bedrooms
with shared bathroom for staff

14 Days’ supply in self bunded tanks

Generator Room
2 generator units for continuous
uninterruptible power supply.

Contact us today for your
personalised proposal
Call us on: 07 3339 6560

Walk in Laundry

Email us on: remote.logistics@tollgroup.com

3 commercial washing machines

or visit our website at www.tollremotelogistics.com

3 commercial driers

Camp Infrastructure

Walk in Storage Room

Potable Water

Large storage room with over 13m2 of
floor area.

Water is stored in food grade tanks
specifically designed to be mounted
under the trailers to ensure maximum
sustainability.

Sewerage Treatment
Capable of producing clear effluent
certified to be used to water gardens or
for dust suppression resulting in a more
efficient use of this precious resource.
The unit can also store treated effluent
for removal from site if required.
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Water Treatment
Site specific water treatment solution
capable of converting almost any water
source in to safe drinking water.

Quick Call
Scan the code
to ring a mobile
camp expert
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